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Abstract. An analytical formula is derived for the oriented crystallization coefficient governing kinetics of oriented crystallization under uniaxial amorphous orientation in the entire temperature range. A series expansion approach is applied to the
free energy of crystallization in the Hoffman-Lauritzen kinetic model of crystallization at accounting for the entropy of orientation of the amorphous chains. The series expansion coefficients are calculated for systems of Gaussian chains in linear
stress-orientation range. Oriented crystallization rate functions are determined basing on the ‘proportional expansion’ approach proposed by Ziabicki in the steady-state limit. Crystallization kinetics controlled by separate predetermined and sporadic primary nucleation is considered, as well as the kinetics involving both nucleation mechanisms potentially present in
oriented systems. The involvement of sporadic nucleation in the transformation kinetics is predicted to increase with increasing amorphous orientation. Example computations illustrate the dependence of the calculated functions on temperature
and amorphous orientation, as well as qualitative agreement of the calculations with experimental results.
Keywords: modeling and simulation, kinetics of oriented crystallization, amorphous orientation, sporadic nucleation, predetermined nucleation

1. Introduction

behavior of the polymer and rises the equilibrium
melting temperature.
In this work we focus on existing problems in modeling of crystallization kinetics under uniaxial molecular orientation, typical for fiber melt spinning
processes. High values of the elongation rate in melt
spinning processes result in significant amorphous
orientation of the chain macromolecules. Dynamics
of the processes is strongly coupled with fast crystallization induced by the orientation, in particular
for slowly crystallizing polymers. Molecular orientation in the amorphous structure and the degree of
crystallinity determine mechanical and physical
properties of fibers. The role of orientation in the development of polymer structure and properties has
been a subject of main interest on the fundamentals
of melt spinning processes [1–7].

Molecular deformation and orientation in the amorphous phase strongly accelerate crystallization of
polymers. The orientation is caused by tensile stresses applied during processing. In polymer fluids, molecular orientation produced during melt spinning of
fibers, film blowing, film casting, etc., is controlled
by the deformation rate, or stress. Extension and orientation of chain macromolecules in polymer fluids
under the deformation rate result in enhancement of
tensile modulus and tenacity of the material, while the
enhanced crystallization kinetics stabilizes polymer
structure and properties. The tensile stresses and molecular orientation affect the dynamics of processing
of crystallizing polymers and kinetics of structure
formation. Besides high impact on the crystallization rate, the orientation influences thermodynamic
*
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Experimental investigations on oriented crystallization have shown that the crystallization rate and
equilibrium melting temperature increase with the
amorphous orientation, and the transformation rate
increases by orders of magnitude [8–15]. It has been
shown that the effects are controlled by the entropy
of deformation and orientation of chain macromolecules in the amorphous component [2, 16–25]. Oriented crystallization during melt spinning strongly
influences the process dynamic and axial profiles of
fiber velocity, diameter, tensile stress, birefringence,
amorphous and crystalline orientation, degree of
crystallinity [4, 5, 26, 27]. The increase in crystallization rate is estimated for several orders of the
magnitude in fast melt spinning processes. Rapid oriented crystallization causes hardening of the polymer which prevents further drawing of the filaments
on the spinning line and introduces limitation in the
attenuation of the fiber and achievable spinning
speed [4, 5, 28]. The influence of crystallization on
the rheological behavior has been investigated experimentally, as well as by using modeling concepts
[24, 29–40].
Significant effects of oriented crystallization has
been indicated by modeling of melt spinning processes that include effects of hardening of the polymer
by online crystallization, such as high-speed melt
spinning [4, 5, 24, 28], melt blowing [41–43], pneumatic melt spinning in the Laval nozzle under supersonic air jet [43, 44].
In the modeling of polymer processing under variable molecular orientation and temperature conditions, the crystallization rate has been expressed by
a quasi-static formula [5, 6] obtained by an extension
of the Avrami-Evans formula basing on the nonisothermal Nakamura approach [45, 46]. The Nakamura approach extended for oriented crystallization
is considered as superior for predicting the development of crystallization [5]. The instantaneous crystallization rate reduces to a simple formula derived
basing on an orientation- and temperature-dependent
crystallization half-time in the quasi-static approximation, a directly observable kinetic characteristics
of crystallization at fixed orientation and temperature [46, 47]. The half-time analysis has been used
by Spruiell and coworkers [4, 5] to discuss problems
which appear in applying the experimental kinetics
data in modeling of real melt spinning processes.
Other mechanisms possible under variable molecular orientation and temperature, such as athermal

nucleation [48–50] and memory effects [51–54] which
result from transient distribution of cluster sizes [50,
55] and transient molecular orientation [56, 57] have
been indicated by Ziabicki and coworkers [46, 49,
55, 58–60] and Jarecki [61] basing on the AvramiEvans approach.
At large undercoolings, the nucleation mechanism
may no longer be valid and a low temperature limit
has been indicated for nucleation-controlled crystallization [55]. Then, the crystallization rate cannot be
described by the nucleation-controlled mechanism.
A failure of the crystallization half-time approach
has been detected in the experimental investigations
at the combination of large undercoolings and stresses in melt spinning, possibly due to a collapse of the
kinetic model of crystal nucleation under such conditions [5, 62].
A phenomenological formula for the crystallization
rate function has been proposed by Ziabicki [2, 47]
basing on the analysis of the crystallization half-time
of isothermal, oriented crystallization at constant
molecular orientation. Series expansions of the rate
function over the amorphous orientation factor has
been considered in the analysis using the kinetic theory of nucleation and crystal growth with the effects
of molecular orientation in the transformation free
energy. In the phenomenological formula, the rate
function increases exponentially with the square of
the amorphous orientation factor multiplied by a
positive phenomenological coefficient. The oriented
crystallization coefficient has been estimated from
independent experiments on pre-oriented PET fibers
by Smith and Steward [9], Stein [10], Alfonso et al.
[11] and its values increase with increasing crystallization temperature. Similar estimates of the coefficient and its temperature dependence have been
provided by Spruiell [4, 5, 27] from measurements
of oriented crystallization rate during high-speed
melt spinning of Nylon 6.
Several phenomenological formulas are provided for
the temperature dependence of the oriented crystallization coefficient in the literature [2, 4, 11] and all
of them show inverse dependence on the undercooling. The formulas have been determined in the range
of large undercoolings, and there is no reliable information, experimental or theoretical, from which
the coefficient could be determined in the entire temperature range. Modeling of melt spinning processes
with the oriented crystallization effects indicates that
the oriented crystallization coefficient is responsible
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a maximum at an intermediate temperature between
the equilibrium melting point and the glass transition
temperature. Under non-isothermal conditions where
the temperature changes over the range of variable
crystallization rate the transformation progress is affected by the cooling rate. At faster cooling the crystallization time is shortened at each temperature interval and the progress of crystallization is suppressed.
Molecular orientation produced under external orienting stresses is one of the processing factors that
contributes to the thermodynamic driving force of
crystallization and may significantly speed up the
transformation rate. The orientation-induced enhancement of the crystallization kinetics applies to the entire crystallization temperature range and significantly
modifies the influence of the cooling rate on crystallization at any processing. The orientation results in
an earlier crystallization and enables crystallization
in the case of slowly crystallizing polymers during
fast cooling. In high-speed melt spinning processes
the rates of online crystallization under molecular orientation increase by orders of magnitude and the enhancement in the transformation kinetics is higher at
higher temperatures [2, 3, 7].
Under isothermal conditions and zero amorphous
orientation, the progress of crystallization is described by the Avrami equation θ(t) = 1 – exp(–ktn)
where θ(t) = X(t)/X∞ is the conversion ratio by crystallization, X(t) and X∞ are volume degrees of the
transformation, the instantaneous one and at full conversion, respectively, k the crystallization rate constant dependent on the temperature, n the Avrami exponent.
The progress of non-isothermal crystallization is described by the Nakamura equation [45] θ(t) =
t
1 – exp[–( ∫ K(T)dt′)n] at an isokinetic approximation
0
where the temperature-dependent crystallization rate
function K(T) = [k(T)]1/n. Under quiescent conditions, the rate function is described by the phenomenological formula [2]:
K(T) = Kmaxexp ⎣–4ln2(T – Tmax)2/D2⎦.
In our approach we follow the classical line similar
in the form to the Kolmogoroff-Avrami-Evans theory in describing the crystallization kinetics, developed for the transformation under variable temperature and molecular orientation [45, 46]. We account
for the effects of variable amorphous orientation by
deriving an analytical formula for the crystallization
rate function K(T,fa) basing on the ‘proportional expansion’ approach proposed by Ziabicki [46] for the

for important effects in the process dynamics and
structure formation [4, 5, 28, 41–44]. None of the actually available models are satisfactory for calculating the kinetics of oriented crystallization under variable temperature in the entire range of undercooling
with the use of the oriented crystallization coefficient
proposed by Ziabicki [2, 47].
Another formula derived basing on the analysis of
the crystallization half-time and the kinetic theory of
crystallization [63] has been proposed by Spruiell and
coworkers [7, 27]. A failure of the formula [7, 27] to
predict effects of oriented crystallization in the modeling of fiber melt spinning may be due to a failure
of the nucleation mechanism at combined large undercoolings and high orientations. Possibility of such
a failure has been indicated by Ziabicki et al. [55] for
large undercoolings and by George [62] for processes
under high molecular orientation. It is indicated [55,
62] that under the extreme undercooling conditions
combined with high amorphous orientation, the crystallization mechanism changes from nucleation-controlled one to a homogeneous, diffusion-controlled
process throughout the melt with zero free energy
barrier of nucleation. However, kinetics of oriented
crystallization under such extreme conditions in fast
melt spinning apparently has been adequately described by the phenomenological formula proposed
by Ziabicki, with the use of quiescent kinetic data.
Development of amorphous orientation is strongly
coupled with the crystallization in processes under
fast elongational flow. Under large tensile stresses,
non-linear effects in the development of oriented
amorphous structure vs. stress is predicted [25, 56,
60, 64, 65]. Closed-form analytical formula for nonlinear stress-orientation relation is derived for the entire range of tensile stresses, or orientations, basing
on the inverse Langevin chain statistics which accounts for finite extensibility of the chain macromolecule in the amorphous rubbery network [66].
The formula for temperature dependence of the oriented crystallization coefficient is still needed to predict crystallization rate under large tensile stresses and
fast cooling in the entire range of undercoolings. In
the present paper, an analytical formula for the coefficient is derived basing on the kinetic model of crystallization [63] and experimental indications [5, 7, 27].

2. Crystallization rate formulations
Progress of crystallization is controlled by nucleation followed by crystal growth and its rate shows
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crystallization kinetics under variable temperature
and orientation.
We confine our considerations to constant mechanisms in the crystallization kinetics governed by
thermal nucleation, sporadic and predetermined, and
nucleation-controlled crystal growth in the quasi-static approximation. Athermal and memory effects are
not accounted for. The quasi-static crystallization
rate under variable temperature and orientation is expressed by the formula obtained by an extension of
the Nakamura et al. [45] approach for oriented crystallization [5, 6] (Equation (1)):

with the contribution of orientation to the crystallization free energy. The series expansion has been confined to the square term in fa [2, 47] (Equation (3)):
K RT, fa W = Kmax exp #- 4 ln 2

i Q t V = 1 - exp G- # # K RT Q s V, fa Q s VW ds&

J

+ A QT V fa2&

where the term linear in fa had dropped out for symmetry reasons and the crystallization rate increases
exponentially with A(T)fa2. The global rate function
has been considered in the series expansion approach
and Equation (3) has been derived without considering the contributions of sporadic and predetermined nucleation, as well as crystal growth.
There is no reliable information from which the temperature dependence of the oriented crystallization
coefficient A could be determined for various polymers, except for some rough estimates from experimental investigations for a few polymers at large undercoolings. The magnitude of A has been estimated
to be in the range 102–104 from independent experiments on the crystallization rate of pre-oriented PET
samples, with the values increasing at increasing temperature [9, 11]. Large values of A indicate strong
effects of amorphous orientation in the crystallization kinetics in real processes.
Large values of A and their increase with temperature have been shown by Spruiell et al. [4, 5, 27] by
online measurements of the crystallization rate during melt spinning of nylons. Although the phenomenological formula, Equation (3), has been derived
basing on the series expansion in the linear stressorientation range, experimental investigations indicate validity of the formula also above the linear
range, fa > 0.1 . In the present work we derive a
closed-form formula for the coefficient A(T) basing
on fundamental formulations of the kinetic theory of
crystal nucleation and growth [63]. The influence of
sporadic and predetermined nucleation on A(T) is accounted for.
The experimental information on the material function A(T) still remains scarce, at the lack of any formula derived from the first principles. Large difficulties are associated with experiments designed to
determine the rates of oriented crystallization at controlled amorphous orientation and temperature. One
concludes from modeling of fast melt spinning
processes that the function A(T) is responsible for important effects in the processing dynamics and structure formation. For example, online solidification of

where K is the crystallization rate function dependent on the actual temperature T(t) and the actual orientation factor fa(t) . Equation (1) is equivalent to the
formula obtained in the steady-state limit of a more
general ‘proportional expansion’ approach [46] and
is considered as a superior one for predicting the
transformation rate in processes under variable temperature and orientation.
Equation (1) in the integral form reads (Equation (2)):
n

D2

(3)

di = "T Q t V, f Q t V%Q1 - iV" Q1 - iV%-Q1 - nV/n
nK
ln
(1)
a
dt

t

2

RT - Tmax W

(2)

0

where the kinetics and the degree of the transformation are determined by the temperature – and orientation – dependent rate function K and its history.
Let us observe that in this discussion an analogy appears with the concept of the development of the
micro-shear bands contribution in modeling of the
deformation mechanisms in polymers and metals
[67, 68].
The rate function in Equations (1) and (2) expresses
by the inverse of the observable crystallization halftime, K(T,fa) = (ln2)1/n/t1/2(T,fa), determined for quiescent crystallization at fixed temperature T and orientation fa [46, 47]. Constant Avrami exponent n and
constant mechanisms of nucleation-controlled crystallization are assumed. The rate function has been
approximated by a phenomenological formula basing on the analysis of the crystallization half-time of
isothermal crystallization at constant orientation by
Ziabicki [2, 47]. In the analysis, series expansions of
the rate function over the factor fa has been considered in the linear stress-orientation range basing on
the kinetic theory of nucleation and crystal growth
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the polymer by crystallization is predicted for slowly
crystallizing polymers which significantly limits attenuation of the spun melt and the take-up velocity.
Another formulation of the rate function K(T,fa) proposed by Patel and coworkers [7, 27] bases on the
Hoffman kinetic theory of crystallization [63] limited to the contribution of predetermined nucleation
followed by crystal growth (Equation (4)):
K RT, fa W = K QT.0V exp #

C3
&
T RT m0 - T W + CT2 fa2

K RT, fa W =

Qln 2V1/n
t1/2 RT, fa W

(5)

For processes with isolated sporadic nucleation and
for processes with predetermined nucleation (heterogeneous, memory nuclei) the rate functions read, as
shown in Equations (6) and (7) respectively [46]:
1 /n

K RT, fa W = # 1n No RT, fa W R04 n G n 1 RT, fa W&

(4)

K RT, fa W = R N0 R03

where K(T,0) is the rate function at temperature T
and fa = 0, Tm0 is the equilibrium melting temperature,
C3 material constant determined from isothermal crystallization rate, C material constant estimated from
online measurements of the crystallization rate.
An analysis of available approaches in modeling of
melt spinning [5] has indicated that Equation (4)
could not even qualitatively predict oriented crystallization rate at high spinning speeds, while it has predicted the rate at lower spinning speeds where no
crystallization had been observed. It is claimed [5]
that the failure of Equation (4) may result from the
lack of nucleation mechanism in crystallization under
very high orientation combined with large undercoolings. One has concluded in the analysis however, that
the crystallization kinetics has been adequately described by Equation (3) with the phenomenological
factor exp(Afa2) also under the extreme conditions.

-n

(6)

1/n

W GRT, fa W

(7)

where N·(T,fa) is the steady-state homogeneous nucleation rate, N0 the number of predetermined nuclei
per unit volume, G(T,fa) linear growth rate at T and
fa, n Avrami exponent, R0 dimension of the crystallite
in which the growth does not proceed.
From the kinetic model of Hoffman-Lauritzen, the
sporadic nucleation and crystal growth rates read as
shown in Equations (8) and (9):
2c2 v2 v e
U*
kT
No RT, fa W = Ns h exp G- RT - T W 2J
R
3
kT "Dg RT, fa W%
(8)
G RT, fa W = G0 exp G-

*
4bvv e
U
+
J (9)
R RT - T3 W kTDg RT, fa W

where ∆g(T,fa) is free energy of crystallization per
unit volume of the crystalline phase at T and fa, Ns
the number of single kinetic units per unit volume
of the amorphous phase identified with statistical
segments of the chains, kT/h thermal frequency, U*
activation energy of molecular transport, Tm temperature at which molecular motions cease near the
crystal surface, σe and σ free energy densities at the
end and side surfaces, b thickness of the surface nucleus, c constant dependent on the nucleus geometry,
h and R are the Planck and gas constants. The preexponential factor G0 is proportional to thermal frequency.
The tensile stresses determine strain energy and contribute to the enthalpy and entropy of the amorphous
and crystalline phases. The thermodynamic functions of the phases modified by the orientation fa at
temperature T read:
– for the enthalpy and entropy of the amorphous
phase in Equations (10a) and (10b):

3. Crystallization rate under variable
orientation and temperature
We calculate the rate functions for crystallization
under variable temperature and orientation basing on
the Hoffman-Lauritzen kinetic theory [63] accounting for sporadic and predetermined primary nucleation, as well as for crystal growth. Basing on the kinetic theory and the experimental indications [5, 7,
27], analytical formulas for oriented crystallization
coefficient A(T) are derived in this paper. First, for oriented crystallization involving separate sporadic and
predetermined nucleation, and next for processes
with both types of primary nucleation present in the
system. Our calculation are based on the ‘proportional expansion’ approach proposed by Ziabicki
[46] in the steady-state limit.
The function K(T,fa) for process under variable temperature T(t) and orientation fa(t) is inversely proportional to the instantaneous crystallization half-time
(Equation (5)):

ha RT, fa W = ha QT V + dha RT, fa W
0
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sa RT, fa W = sa QT V + dsa RT, fa W
0

(10b)

With the orientation effects in the crystallization
driving force approximated by the change in configurational entropy of amorphous chains, free energy
density of crystallization is enhanced by amorphous
orientation and reads as shown in Equation (13):

– and for the crystalline phase in Equations (11a) and
(11b):
hc RT, fa W = hc QT V + dhc RT, fa W

(11a)

Dg RT, fa W = Dg0 QT V + Tdsaconf R fa W

sc RT, fa W =

(11b)

The orientation entropy contributes negative term to
the transformation free energy and considerably
speeds up the crystallization. The equilibrium melting point also increases with increasing orientation
according to Equation (14):

0

sc0 QT V + dsc RT, fa W

where δha, δsa, δhc, δsc are the contribution of the
orientation to the thermodynamic functions at temperature T and ha0, sa0, hc0, sc0 are the functions at zero
orientation and T.
In general, the contributions of orientation to the
thermodynamic functions modify the crystallization
free energy density (Equation (12)):

Tm R fa W =

(13)

T m0
dsaconf R fa W
0
, T m #1 +
& (14)
conf
dsa R fa W
Ds0 QT V
1
Ds0 QT V

where δsaconf(fa)/∆s0(T) > 0. The increase in the equilibrium melting point under orientation results in
an increase of the undercooling by about
Tm0 δsaconf(fa)/∆s0(T), without changing the temperature. With the thermodynamic effect of orientation,
the nucleation rates of sporadic nucleation and crystal growth increase exponentially due to reduction
of the thermodynamic barriers of nucleation, Equations (8) and (9).
A more detailed analysis of the other contributions
of orienting stresses to the crystallization free energy
including enthalpy of the amorphous chains and the
crystals strain energy shows that all these effects,
neglected in the present approach, contribute to higher undercooling, higher crystallization driving force
and faster nucleation rates [23, 25, 69, 70].

Dg RT, fa W = Dg QT V + dhc RT, fa W - dha RT, fa W - T "dsc RT, fa W - dsa RT, fa W%
(12)
0

where ∆g0(T) = ∆h0(T) – T∆s0(T) and ∆h0, ∆s0 are
the enthalpy and entropy of crystallization in the unoriented state. The entropy of amorphous phase decreases faster than the entropy of the crystalline
phase with decreasing T. The decrease in the entropies at decreasing temperature is accounted for in
the entropy of crystallization of the unoriented poly~ 2T/(T + Tm0), the same
mer by a reducing factor f(T) =
as for the decrease in the crystallization enthalpy,
and reads ∆s0(T) = f(T)∆hm/Tm0 where Tm0 and ∆hm are
the equilibrium melting point and the melting heat,
respectively. With the reducing factor the crystallization free energy in the unoriented state reads
∆g0(T) = f(T)∆hm∆T/Tm0 where ∆T = Tm0 – T is the undercooling [63].
In oriented crystallization, the largest contribution of
orienting stresses to the crystallization free energy
∆g(T,fa) concerns entropy of orientation of the amorphous phase, δsa, while the remaining contributions
δsc, δha and δhc are considered as relatively small
and usually are neglected [25, 69, 70]. We neglect
the temperature effects in the entropy contribution
δsa, in comparison with large contribution of the configurational entropy of the chains under orienting
stresses, and the contribution is approximated by the
change in configurational entropy under orientation,
~ δsaconf(fa) < 0. The approximation is conδsa(T,fa) =
firmed by entropic elasticity of the flexible chain
amorphous polymers determined by configurational
entropy of the chains.

4. The series expansion approach
The change in the configurational entropy of the
amorphous chains under the orientation is considered as sufficiently smooth function of the Hermans
axial orientation factor fa and is expanded in the
power series over fa around zero orientation, fa = 0.
The series expansion reads as shown by Equation (15) [2, 47]:
dsaconf R fa W =- k Ra2 fa2 + a3 fa3 + f W

(15)

where the zero-order and linear terms drops out because of physical and geometrical reasons [2, 47],
i.e. the entropy of the amorphous phase in oriented
state cannot exceed entropy of the unoriented phase
at positive or negative fa. With the series expansion,
the rates of sporadic nucleation and crystal growth
read as shown by Equation (16) and (17):
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4c2 v2 v e T m0
2
3
No RT, fa W = No RT, fa = 0 W exp #
3 U DT Z R a2 fa + a3 fa + f W&
R fDhm W
4bvv e

2

T m0
U
Z Ra2 fa2 + a3 fa3 + f W&
G RT, fa W = G RT, fa = 0 W exp #
2
R fDhm W DT
with the lowest term quadratic in fa in the exponential
functions responsible for the orientation effects.
In the series expansion approach, the rate function
of oriented crystallization controlled solely by sporadic nucleation reads as shown by Equation (18):
0

(18)
where the temperature-dependent oriented crystallization coefficients are expressed by Equations (19a)
and (19b):
2

4bvv e

2U

R fDhm W

2
T m0
T m0
n - 1 Za
Z U1 c v
2
n bfDhm DT + n
DT

(19b)

For process controlled solely by predetermined nucleation we have Equations (20) and (21):
Kp RT, fa W = K p QT V exp "Ap QT V fa2 + Bp QT V fa3 + f%
0

(20)
Ap QT V =

4bvv e

2U

R fDhm W

a
Bp QT V = a3 Ap QT V
2

2
T m0
Z

DT

a2

dm2 + "E Q t V - 2qo x% 2 - =
m 1 0
d Qt/xV

(22a)

dm2=
+ "E Q t V + qo x% m2= - 1 = 0
d Qt/xV

(22b)

where E(t) is the Peterlin non-linear modulus of elasticity which varies in time between unity in the linear
Gaussian range and infinity at full chain extension.
The amorphous orientation factor fa and the average
tensile stresses ∆p have been calculated in [60, 66]
basing on a non-linear inverse-Langevin chain statistics in systems subjected to uniaxial elongational
flow with the molecular stretch relaxation accounted
for. The calculated stress-orientation relations coincide
into a unique, single master plot in the entire range
of the elongation rates, independent of the elongation
rate and the relaxation time because the tensile stress
and orientation undergo the stretch relaxation simultaneously. The unique stress-orientation relations behavior is a consequence of the fact that the molecular
orientation is controlled solely by the stress.
The stress-orientation formula shows linearity in the
Gaussian range of chain extensions which produce
orientation in the range of fa between zero and of
about 0.1. In the linear range, the average molecular
elongation coefficients, with the stretch relaxation
~ 1 during
accounted for, follow the relation λ(t)λ⊥2(t) =
the processing time [60, 66]. The average tensile
stress in the linear range 〈∆p〉(t) = νkT⎣λ2(t) –1/λ(t)⎦
and the orientation factor fa(t) = ⎣λ2(t) –1/λ(t)⎦/(5N)
where ν is the number of elastic chains per unit volume, N the number of statistical segments per chain.
At higher tensile stresses, or orientations, present for
example in high-speed melt spinning of fibers, nonlinear inverse Langevin stress-orientation behavior
also does not show up explicitly the molecular stretch

(19a)
a
Bs QT V = a3 As QT V
2

(17)

in such systems [2, 25, 60, 66]. Modeling of timeevolution of molecular deformation of the chains in
polymer melts under uniaxial elongational flow is
based on the evolution equations (Equations (22a)
and (22b)) for the average chain extension coefficients λ and λ⊥ along and perpendicular to the flow
axis [60, 66]:

Ks RT, fa W = Ks QT V exp "As QT V fa2 + Bs QT V fa3 + f%

As QT V =

(16)

(21a)

(21b)

The pre-exponential factors Ks0(T) and Kp0(T) in Equations (18) and (20) are the rate functions at fa = 0.

5. The linear stress-orientation conditions
Extension and orientation of chains along the tensile
stress axis affects thermodynamics and kinetics of
crystallization. Due to exponential stretch relaxation
present in polymeric fluids, orientational effectivity
of uniaxial elongational flow is determined by the
product of the flow elongation rate and the stretch
relaxation time, q·τ, while the effectivity of the processing time is controlled by the reduced time, t/τ.
The same behavior is shown by the configurational
entropy of the chains and the elastic tensile stresses
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relaxation which is hidden in the master stress-orientation plot [60, 66].
In drawing deformation of solid elastic amorphous
polymers, molecular deformation and orientation are
controlled by the draw ratio, not by the elongation
rate or stress, and the contribution of the molecular
stretch relaxation is strongly limited [2, 65]. Crosslinked solids in rubbery state also show the linear
Gaussian range in the stress-orientation behavior and
an abrupt increase in the stress due to a limited extensibility of the network chains above the linear
range, similar to the master plot determined for polymer melts. The difference with the flow deformation
of polymeric melts is that the molecular elongation
coefficients in the rubbery solids coincide with the
macroscopic elongation coefficients. For isochoric
uniaxial drawing of a rubbery cross-linked solid the
relation λλ⊥2 = 1 also holds in the linear stress-orientation range [71].
We determine the series expansion coefficients in
Equation (15) for systems of flexible linear chains
subjected to uniaxial tensile stresses in the linear
stress-orientation range under uniaxial elongational
flow or uniaxial elongation of rubbery solids. The
average entropy of deformation in the Gaussian
range per unit volume of the amorphous phase approximated by the change in configurational entropy of the chains [8, 19, 60] δsaconf = ν〈δSaconf〉 =
– νk(λ2 + 2/λ – 3)/2 where 〈δSaconf〉 is an average
decrease in the configurational entropy per single
chain.
The series expansions of the deformation entropy
and the orientation factor over the powers of λ – 1
read as shown by Equations (23) and (24):
ok
dsaconf = - 2 "3 Qm - 1V2 - 2 Qm - 1V3 + f%

(23)

1
fa = 5N "3 Qm - 1V + Qm - 1V3 + f%

(24)

3

5N
1
3
m = 1 + 3 fa - 3 S 53N X fa + f

where the second-order term drops out. With Equation (25), the decrease in the configurational entropy
per unit volume caused by the orienting stresses is
expressed by the series expansion over fa and is
given by Equation (26):
2

3ok
dsaconf =- 2 S 53N X S fa2 - 109N fa3 + f X =
=- k Ra2 fa2 + a3 fa3 + f W

50bvv e

2U

3 R fDhm W

(26)

The number of statistical segments in the linear chain
undergoing elastic deformation is N = nbM/(C∞m)
where M is the chain molecular weight, nb number
of rigid bonds in the chemical unit of the chain, m molecular weight of the chemical unit, C∞ the characteristic ratio. We assume that the elastic chains subjected
to the deformation are identified with the chains between the entanglements with the entanglement molecular weight M = Me. Then, the number of elastic
chains per a volume transforming to a unit volume
of the crystalline phase ν = ρcNA/Me where ρc is density of the crystalline phase, NA the Avogadro number and the coefficients are given by Equation (27):
2
25 t N n M
a2 = 6 c 2A b2 e ,
C3 m

10 n M
a3 =- 9 Cb me a2
3

(27)

6. Discussion
With the aim of deriving the first oriented crystallization coefficient A(T), we consider the kinetics of oriented crystallization in real systems as a process involving independent sporadic and predetermined
nucleation followed by crystal growth. First, we derive
the coefficients for processes with separate nucleation
mechanisms, sporadic and predetermined, and next for
processes involving both types of nucleation.

6.1. Oriented crystallization coefficients at
separated sporadic and predetermined
nucleation
With the expansion coefficients a2, a3 given by Equation (27), the coefficients for processes with separated sporadic nucleation read as shown by Equations (28a) and (28b):

where the zero- and first-order terms in the series expansion of δsaconf and the zero- and second-order terms
in the expansion of fa drop out.
The inverse series expansion applied for Equation (24) reads (Equation (25)):
As QT V =

(25)

2

2
2
T m0
T m0
- 1 Z tc NA n b Me
n
Z U1 c v
2 2
n bfDhm DT + n
DT
C3 m
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10 n M
Bs QT V =- 9 Cb me As QT V
3

of experimental data at lower undercoolings due to
difficulties in conducting experiments on oriented
crystallization at very high rates under lower undercoolings. The values of the kinetic coefficient A
shown by the points in Figure 1 have been determined in [11] for PET preoriented amorphous fibers
obtained by melt spinning at several take-up speeds.
The oriented crystallization rate was measured for
samples characterized by several values of the amorphous orientation factor, crystallized isothermally at
several temperatures well below the temperature of
maximum crystallization rate and quenched after an
appropriate time below the glass transition temperature Tg. In determining the orientation factor, form
birefringence was neglected on the assumption that
no voids are present in the fibers melt-spun at low
and moderately high speeds [11]. Crystallization rate
was determined for samples tightly wound on a
metal frame to avoid relaxation of the amorphous
orientation. Also low temperature range chosen for
the isothermal crystallization, terminated by quenching which ensured slow enough non-isothermal crystallization at the quenching, indicates high enough
credibility of the kinetic data. Higher rates of oriented
crystallization at higher temperatures unable adequate control of crystallization temperature, orientation and the transformation rate for obtaining credible kinetic data.
The experimental points of the oriented crystallization coefficient A in Figure 1 are of the order of the
coefficient Ap (several hundreds) calculated for PET

(28b)

and for processes with separated predetermined nucleation by Equations (29a) and (29b):
2

2
T m0 tc NA n b Me
U
Z
Ap QT V =
2
2 2
C3
m
3 R fDhm W DT

(29a)

10 n M
Bp QT V =- 9 Cb me Ap QT V
3

(29b)

50bvv e

As an example, we compute the coefficient Ap(T) vs.
temperature for processes with predetermined nucleation and the ratio As(T)/Ap(T) of the coefficients for
sporadic and predetermined nucleation for isotactic
polypropylene (iPP), polyethylene terephthalate
(PET), Nylon 66 and poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) using
material parameters listed in Table 1. Large positive
values of Ap are predicted in the computations. Figure 1 shows Ap plotted vs. undercooling ∆T = Tm0 – T.
Values of Ap increase from of about several hundred
at large ∆T to several thousand at decreasing ∆T to
30 K in the case of PET, Nylon 66 and PLLA. For
iPP the coefficient is higher by a factor of about two
in the entire range of ∆T. All plots show steep increase of Ap tending to infinity at approaching the
equilibrium melting temperature Tm0. Larger values
of Ap for iPP result from low melting heat at which
contribution of the configurational entropy of the
chain deformation to the crystallization free energy
is higher, relative to the crystallization enthalpy. The
Avrami exponent does not influence Ap.
Experimental points in Figure 1 show the values of
the oriented crystallization coefficient A determined
for PET at large undercoolings [11]. There is lack
Table 1. Material parameters used in the computations
Parameter
Tm0

[K]

∆hm [J/g]

iPP

PET

Nylon 66

453

553

537

448

165.0

123.7

188.3

93.1

ρ0

[g/cm3]

ρ1

[g/(cm3·K)] 9.03·10–4

ρc

[g/cm3]

1.145

PLLA

1.356

1.122

0.776

5.00·10–4

5.45·10–4

4.62·10–4

0.938

1.457

1.24

1.37

σ

2]

[J/cm

1.15·10–6

1.09·10–6

1.07·10–6

1.20·10–6

σe

[J/cm2]

6.23·10–6

9.09·10–6

11.8·10–6

6.26·10–6

b

[cm]

6.26·10–8

5.95·10–8

3.7·10–8

5.17·10–8

m

[g/mole]

72

42

192

226

nb

2

6

14

3

C∞

5.7

4.0

5.9

10.5

Me

6900

1630

2010

8000

Figure 1. Oriented crystallization coefficient Ap for processes with separate predetermined nucleation vs. undercooling ∆T = Tm0 – T computed for iPP, PET,
Nylon 66 and PLLA from Equation (29a). Experimental points for PET obtained on isothermal
crystallization of as-spun amorphous PET fibers
with various amorphous orientation [11].
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Figure 2. The ratio of the oriented crystallization coefficients As/Ap for processes with separated sporadic
and predetermined nucleation vs. undercooling
∆T = Tm0 – T computed from Equations (28a) and
(29a) for iPP, PET, Nylon 66 and PLLA at n = 2

from Equations (29a) for crystallization controlled
by predetermined nucleation and also increase with
decreasing the undercooling ∆T. In the range of rather
low values of the factor fa of the experimental samples we assign higher credibility to the coefficient
Ap plotted in Figure 1, rather than to plotting the coefficient As for sporadic nucleation. Higher experimental values of A than the calculated values in Figure 1 for Ap at lower undercoolings ∆T may result
from a contribution of an additional crystallization
possible at quenching from higher temperatures, accounted as the isothermal crystallization.
Figure 2 shows the plots of the ratio As/Ap of the oriented crystallization coefficients computed for iPP,
PET, Nylon 66 and PLLA from Equations (28a) and
(29a) for processes with sporadic and predetermined
nucleation as functions of undercooling ∆T at Avrami exponent n = 2. The plots show that the oriented
crystallization coefficient for sporadic primary nucleation is higher by a factor of about 4 up to 7 at larger undercoolings. At decreasing the undercooling,
the ratio of the coefficients increases to higher values
and tends to infinity at approaching Tm0. Larger values of As are a consequence of higher impact of the
orientation entropy on the free energy barrier of sporadic nucleation than on the barrier of crystal growth.
The influence of orientation on the sporadic nucleation free energy barrier and, in consequence, on the
coefficient As is predicted to be lower at higher Avrami exponents n. Figure 3 illustrate low influence of
n at large undercoolings at which the As/Ap ratio decreases by a factor of about 1–2 at increasing n from
2 to 4. The decrease is larger at low undercoolings.

Figure 3. Ratio As/Ap of the oriented crystallization coefficients vs. undercooling ∆T = Tm0 – T computed from
Equations (28a) and (29a) for PET (a), Nylon 66
(b) and PLLA (c) at n = 2, 3, 4

No significant difference is predicted for the tested
polymers.

6.2. Rate functions at separate nucleation
mechanisms
Figures 4 show the plots of reduced rate function
Kp(T,fa)/Kp0(T) computed from Equation (20) and
(29a, b) vs. amorphous orientation fa2 for processes
with separated predetermined nucleation for PET,
Nylon 66 and PLLA at constant undercoolings and
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n = 2. The undercoolings correspond to the temperature of the maximum crystallization rate Tmax (indicated by the star sign) and in the vicinity of Tmax.
Solid line plots illustrate influence of Ap(T) and show
higher effects of the orientation at lower undercoolings. The dashed lines plots show the influence of
Bp(T) which significantly reduces the influence of
Ap(T) at increasing fa.

Maximum of the dashed-line plots in Figures 4 is a
consequence of poor convergence of the series expansion. The convergence is poor at higher number
of statistical segments in the chain between the entanglements approaching N ≈1/fa where N =
nbMe/(C∞m). For the tested polymers, the number N
of statistical segments in the elastic chain is the lowest for PET, increases respectively for Nylon 66,
PLLA, iPP, and the convergence becomes poorer in
this order. As reported from melt spinning experiments, the phenomenological formula limited to the
first series expansion coefficient, Equation (3), adequately describes kinetics of oriented crystallization
at low, as well as at high fa values, also beyond the
linear stress-orientation range, fa > 1. We focus in this
paper on the first expansion term, proportional to fa2,
with the aim to provide analytical formula for the coefficient A(T) in the phenomenological Equation (3).
Our analysis of the crystallization kinetics for processes with separated nucleation mechanisms allows to
estimate the kinetic effects of amorphous orientation
in real systems where sporadic and predetermined
nucleation may coexist. Much higher values of As(T)
calculated for sporadic nucleation in comparison
with Ap(T). (Figures 3) indicate stronger effects of
orientation fa in the transformation kinetics at zero
content of the predetermined nuclei. Such a case can
be expected for polymers obtained in biosynthesis.
In real systems usually both nucleation mechanism
are involved and relatively high values of As indicate
that sporadic nucleation may dominate the predetermined nucleation at higher orientations and should
be considered in the overall transformation kinetics.
Usually, predetermined nucleation significantly dominates sporadic nucleation under quiescent, zero-orientation conditions. Below we estimate the conditions
at which involvement of sporadic nucleation is promoted by the orientation to the level of predetermined nucleation, and above.

6.3. Rate functions at coexisting sporadic and
predetermined nucleation
In real systems, sporadic nucleation contributes to a
lower or higher extent and is accounted to as accompanying predetermined nucleation (heterogeneous,
memory nuclei) when considering kinetics of oriented
crystallization in our approach. The presented results
indicate that above a certain fa value contribution of
sporadic nucleation can dominate predetermined
nucleation in the overall crystallization rate. Under

Figure 4. Reduced
crystallization
rate
functions
Kp(T,fa)/Kp0(T) vs. fa2 computed from Equation (20)
and (29a, b) for processes with predetermined nucleation for PET (a), Nylon 66 (b) and PLLA (c)
at ∆T corresponding to Tmax (indicated by *) and
in its vicinity. Solid lines – influence of Ap(T),
dashed lines – influence of Ap(T) and Bp(T).
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unoriented conditions, predetermined nucleation is
usually the main nucleation mechanism with a negligible contribution of sporadic nucleation. At low orientation, predetermined nucleation (if present) can
be still considered as the main nucleation mechanism
involved in the transformation, while sporadic nucleation contributes increasingly with increasing fa.
The predetermined and sporadic nucleations are independent processes in real systems. Inverse of the
crystallization half time 1/t1/2 represents a frequency
of achieving 1/2 of the maximum degree of crystallinity. Predetermined and sporadic nucleation contribute
to the global frequency the frequencies (1/t1/2)p and
(1/t1/2)s represented by the rate function of separate
sporadic and predetermined nucleation, Kp(T,fa),
Ks(T,fa).
The contribution of sporadic nucleation in the global
crystallization mechanism is characterized by the
Avrami exponent n, while the component assigned
to predetermined nucleation – by n – 1. The role of
sporadic nucleation mechanism at temperature T and
orientation fa is characterized by the ratio of the rate
functions as shown in Equation (30):
Ks RT, fa W
= z QT V exp F"As QT V - Ap QT V% fa2 +
Kp RT, fa W
+ "Bs QT V - Bp QT V% fa3 + f I

segments. Number of the kinetic units per unit volume of the amorphous phase is Ns = ρaNAnb/(C∞m)
where ρa is the amorphous phase density. For PET we
have ρa(T) = ρ0 – ρ1(T – 273 K) and for iPP, Nylon 66
and PLLA ρa(T) = ρ0/[1 + ρ1(T – 273 K)] where ρ0,
ρ1 coefficients are listed in Table 1. We assume that
the dimension R0 at which the crystal growth does
not proceed corresponds to the critical dimension of
primary nucleus, given by Equation (32):
1/3

*

R = RV

$ exp #-

2U

kT R fDhm W

DT

fDhm

T m0
DT

(32)

(30)

Figure 5. Ratio of the crystallization rate functions at zero
orientation φ vs. ∆T computed from Equation (31)
for PET at predetermined nuclei density N0 = 106,
107, 108 cm–3, R0 = R*, G0 = 105 cm/s, n = 2

0
kTNs
Ks QT V
1
= G n/Qn - 1V Q4 - nV/Qn - 1V hG $
z (T) = 0
0
nN0
R0
K p QT V
2
T m0 Z -

=

R2c2 v2 ve W

Example computations of the ratio of the pre-exponential function φ vs. ∆T are presented for PET in Figures 5 and 6. In the computations we assume R0 = R*,
5R*, 10R* and the predetermined nuclei density N0 =
106, 107, 108 cm–3.

where the exponential function characterizes the influence of sporadic nucleation relative to the influence of predetermined nucleation at T and fa. The
pre-exponential function φ(T) characterizes the influence of sporadic nucleation relative to predetermined one at T and zero orientation (Equation (31)):

2c2 v2 v e

1/3
*W

1/n

4bvv e T m0
kTfDhm DT &J

(31)
where 2 ≤ n ≤ 4. For one-dimensional crystal growth
at sporadic or predetermined nucleation we have
n = 2 in Equation (31). At n = 4 we have 3-dimensional growth at sporadic or predetermined nucleation. N0 is the volume density of predetermined nuclei, G0 the pre-exponential factor of the crystal
growth rate. In our computations we assume G0 ≈
105 cm/s [75].
Kinetic units involved in sporadic nucleation and
crystal growth are identified with the chain statistical

Figure 6. Ratio of the crystallization rate functions at zero
orientation φ vs. ∆T computed from Equation (31)
for PET at R0 = R*, 5R*, 10R*, N0 = 107 cm–3, G0 =
105 cm/s, n = 2
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Figures 5 and 6 indicate that the thermodynamic factors associated with undercooling strongly reduce
the involvement of sporadic nucleation by orders of
magnitude, in particular at low undercoolings. Figure 5 shows the reduction by about one order of the
magnitude at increasing the content of predetermined
nuclei N0 by one order in the range 106–108 cm–3.
Rather marginal influence of the crystallite dimension R0 at which the growth does not proceed is illustrated in Figure 6. An increase of R0 in the range
between the critical value R* and 10R* reduces the involvement of sporadic nucleation by about one order
of the magnitude.
Very low values of the pre-exponential function φ in
a wide range of undercoolings are responsible for
strong reduction of the involvement of sporadic nucleation in the global transformation kinetics. But
the exponential function in Equation (30) is responsible for an increase of the involvement of sporadic
nucleation with increasing fa because As(T)/Ap(T) > 1
(Figures 3) and Bs(T)/Bp(T) > 1. At small fa values, the
ratio Ks(T, fa)/Kp(T, fa) << 1 due to very low values of
φ(T) and the global rate function is controlled by
~ Kp(T, fa).
predetermined nucleation, K(T, fa) =
Line plots in Figure 7 show the global rate function
approximated by the rate function for the process
controlled by predetermined nucleation K(T, fa) ~
=
Kp(T, fa) = K0(T)exp⎣Ap(T)fa2⎦ vs. 103fa calculated
from Equation (29a) for PET at ∆T = 165 and 185 K
with the assumption A(T) = Ap(T) in the range of small
fa values. The experimental points correspond to several undercooling values in the range 165–185 K
[11]. The computed line plots and the experimental

points correspond to large undercoolings and remain
within the same order of magnitude at low orientations and increase with increasing fa and with decreasing ∆T. At the highest fa value, the experimental
points depart more from the linear plots and indicate
substantial non-linear effects in the oriented crystallization kinetics. The effects will be discussed in the
range of non-linear stress-orientation behavior at
higher tensile stresses and fa in a separate work.
One can expect that with increasing fa, the ratio
Ks(T, fa)/Kp(T, fa) approaches unity at a certain orientation and the involvement of both nucleation mechanisms in the overall crystallization kinetics is of the
same order of magnitude. Further increase of fa should
lead to domination of sporadic nucleation in the transformation kinetics. Crystallization half-time analysis
of oriented crystallization in melt spinning of fibers
made by Patel and coworkers [5, 27] indicates that
in the range of high fa, the orientation effects are also
satisfactorily described by the function exp⎣A(T)fa2⎦
with single phenomenological parameter A(T), the
same as in the range of small fa, proposed by Ziabicki
[2, 47].
Basing on the series expansion approach, we formulate a hypothesis that the involvement of sporadic
nucleation which is predicted here to increase with
increasing fa is responsible for an apparent agreement of the rate function expressed by the factor
exp⎣A(T)fa2⎦ with the experimental observations at
high orientation produced at high-speed melt spinning processes [5, 27].

6.4. Rate functions of oriented crystallization
of polymorphic structures
The oriented crystallization coefficients of the rate
functions derived in the above sections concern
transformation of the oriented amorphous phase into
a single crystalline structure. The coefficients derived for each of the transformation mechanism controlled by predetermined or sporadic nucleation are
expressed in terms of the parameters specific to the
single polymorph, such as melting heat ∆hm, equilibrium melting point under zero stresses Tm0, surface
free energy densities σ and σe of the crystalline forms
and thickness of the surface nucleus of crystal
growth b. The parameters differ for different crystalline polymorphs possible to grow in the system
subjected to amorphous orientation.
With the assumption that the other polymorphs do
not interfere with the above parameters specified for

Figure 7. Reduced rate function K(T, fa)/K0(T, fa) vs. 103fa2
for PET. Experimental points [11]: ∆T = 185 K (●),
180 K (■), 175 K (), 170 K () and 165 K ();
line plots: K(T, fa)/K0(T, fa) calculated from Equation (29a) at ∆T = 185 K and 165 K.
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each polymorph, we can consider transformation
kinetics of each polymorphs in the system as independent of the other, except for the oriented amorphous source phase being common for all of them.
With the parameters specific for each polymorph, the
influence of amorphous orientation on the crystallization rate function for each of them expresses by
the temperature-dependent oriented crystallization
coefficients, Equations (28a), (29a). Important point
is to specify the temperature ranges at which oriented crystallization of the polymorph proceeds, i.e.
below the equilibrium melting point for the polymorph under the morphous orientation. With the
ranges of crystallization temperature assigned to each
of the polymorphs, the oriented crystallization rate
functions of each polymorph can be calculated with
the oriented crystallization coefficients expressed by
Equations (28a), (29a). The progress of crystallization in the oriented systems with a specified contribution of each polymorph can be calculated from a
coupled set of kinetic equations of polymorphic
transformation, present in the literature [72–74] and
extended to oriented crystallization.
The influence of amorphous orientation on the ranges
of crystallization temperatures for particular polymorphs is illustrated in Figures 8 where Gibbs free
energy g is plotted schematically vs. temperature in
a linear approximation near the equilibrium melting
points of the polymorphs in a three-phase system
composed of two crystalline polymorphs, ‘1’ and ‘2’,
and oriented or unoriented (dashed line) amorphous
phase. Entropy of the oriented amorphous phase is

decreased by the decrease in configurational entropy
of the chains under the tensile stresses and the slope
of the free energy plot of oriented amorphous phase
vs. temperature in Figures 8 is smaller than the slope
of the unoriented one.
The tensile stresses do not influence entropy of the
crystalline polymorphs to such an extent as of the
configurational entropy of the amorphous phase and
the slopes of the free energy plots of the polymorphs
remain unchanged in this approximation. Entropies of
the polymorphs differ and it is assumed that the polymorph ‘1’ has the lower entropy in the example.
Figure 8a illustrates the behavior of the systems in
which the equilibrium melting point of the lower entropy polymorphic form ‘1’ is higher than that of
0 > T 0 , and
polymorph ‘2’ in the unoriented state, Tm1
m2
0 < T 0 . The order
Figure 8b – of the systems where Tm1 m2
of the polymorphs melting points in the unoriented
state is associated with the ratio of the melting enthalpy-to-entropy ratio, ∆hm0/∆sm0, of the polymorphs.
In the case of systems characterized by the free energy plots presented in Figure 8a, meta-stability of
the higher enthalpy and/or higher entropy form ‘2’ is
preserved by the amorphous orientation in the entire
range of crystallization temperatures. The crystallization temperature range is shifted by amorphous orientation to higher values, and the apparent thermodynamic equilibrium between the polymorphs remains
above the melting points of both crystalline forms.
Such situation may be representative for melt spinning of polyolefins. In the case of isotactic polypropylene, thermodynamic conditions for crystallization

Figure 8. Schematic plots of the Gibbs free energy g vs. temperature in a three-phase system composed of two polymorphic
crystalline forms ‘1’, ‘2’ and oriented or unoriented (dashed line) amorphous phase. (a) stable polymorph ‘1’ and
meta-stable polymorph ‘2’ in the entire crystallization temperature range; (b) polymorph ‘1’ stable at low temperatures and polymorph ‘2’ stable at high temperatures.
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in the stable α and meta-stable β forms are preserved
in the entire range of crystallization temperature in
unoriented and oriented systems, like in Figure 8a.
Figure 8b shows that at increasing melting heat of
the high entropy polymorphic form ‘2’ (free energy
plot is shifted down), thermal stabilities of the polymorphs in the unoriented state are reversed at a high
temperature range. The polymorphic form ‘2’ is more
stable than the polymorph ‘1’ in the high temperature
range, above the temperature of thermodynamic equilibrium of the polymorphs, and becomes a single
crystalline form above the equilibrium melting point
of the low entropy polymorph ‘1’. Amorphous orientation relatively does not influence the equilibrium
point between the polymorphs, but it does extend the
range of thermal stability of the higher entropy polymorph and shifts the range to higher temperatures.
This may concern also stabilization of mesophases
by stress-induced orientation in a high temperature
range during high-speed melt spinning of polyesters
or polyamides, followed by transformation to a more
stable crystalline form at lower temperatures.

to orienting stresses. The crystallization free energy
accounts for the entropy of uniaxial orientation of the
amorphous chains. The orientation entropy is expanded in the power series over fa and the expansion
coefficients are calculated for Gaussian chains in the
linear stress-orientation range.
Example computations of the oriented crystallization
coefficient Ap(T) for crystallization with separate
predetermined nucleation and the ratio As(T)/Ap(T)
of the coefficients for processes with separated sporadic and predetermined nucleation are presented for
iPP, PET, Nylon 66 and PLLA. High positive values
of the coefficient are predicted in the entire range of
undercooling. The Ap values increase from several
hundred at large undercoolings to several thousand
at decreasing the undercooling to 30 K. The Avrami
exponent n has no influence on Ap. The predicted
values of Ap for PET are of the order of the experimental values of the oriented crystallization coefficient A determined for Equation (3) at several temperatures [11], and both values increase with increasing the temperature.
The coefficient As(T) for processes with separated
sporadic nucleation is higher by a factor of about 4
up to 7 at larger undercoolings and increases at approaching the equilibrium melting temperature Tm0.
Higher values of As, in comparison to Ap, result from
higher influence of orientation entropy on the free
energy barrier of sporadic nucleation. Higher Avrami
exponents only slightly reduce As. Relatively high As
values indicate that sporadic nucleation should be
considered in the overall transformation kinetics at
higher orientations. Example computations of the
crystallization rate functions for PET, Nylon 66 and
PLLA with separated nucleation mechanisms indicate higher effects of amorphous orientation at lower
undercoolings.
With the aim to estimate an involvement of sporadic
and predetermined nucleation in real systems in the
overall crystallization kinetics, followed by crystal
growth, we discuss the ratio of the oriented crystallization rate functions calculated as independent kinetic characteristics. The conditions at which the involvement of sporadic nucleation approaches the
level of the predetermined one in the kinetics are formulated. The involvement of sporadic nucleation in
the global kinetics, relative to the predetermined
one, is characterized by a product of an exponential
function responsible for the orientation effects and

7. Conclusions
Crystallization half-time analysis of oriented crystallization [5, 27] indicates that the orientation effects
in the crystallization kinetics can be satisfactorily described by exponential function exp⎣A(T)fa2⎦ of the
single quadratic term of the orientation factor fa multiplied by the phenomenological coefficient A(T).
Equation (3) adequately describes kinetics of oriented crystallization at low, as well as at high fa > 0.1
values beyond the linear stress-orientation range. Actually available models in the literature are not satisfactory for calculating the crystallization kinetics of
polymers under variable orientation and temperature
with the use of the exp⎣A(T)fa2⎦ formula due to the
lack of a general expression for the function A(T).
In the series expansion approach to the oriented crystallization kinetics we focus on the first expansion
term proportional to fa2 with the aim to derive formula for the temperature-dependent coefficient A(T)
basing on the Hoffman-Lauritzen kinetic theory of
crystal nucleation and growth. Our calculation are
based on the ‘proportional expansion’ approach [46]
in the steady-state limit. The rate functions of oriented crystallization with separated sporadic and predetermined nucleation mechanisms are calculated, as
well as their involvement in real systems subjected
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a pre-exponential factor φ(T) which characterizes
relative contribution of the nucleation mechanism
under zero orientation, Equations (30) and (31).
At low orientation, the main crystallization mechanism is associated with predetermined nucleation
and the overall crystallization rate is controlled by
~ Ap(T). The
the predetermined nucleation, and A(T) =
relative involvement of sporadic nucleation at small
orientations is reduced by many orders of the magnitude by thermodynamic factors associated with the
undercooling.
Reduction of the predetermined nuclei content N0 by
one order of the magnitude results in an increase of
the involvement of sporadic nucleation by one order.
Marginal influence of the crystallite dimension R0 at
which the crystal growth does not proceed is predicted. An increase of R0 between the critical value R*
and 10R* reduces the sporadic nucleation involvement by one order of the magnitude.
Example computations of the crystallization rate
function at small orientations for PET approximated
by the rate function controlled by predetermined nucleation are in qualitative agreement with the experimental results [11] and illustrate influence of the undercooling. We conclude that with increasing amorphous orientation, involvement of both nucleation
mechanisms may approach the same order at some
orientation level and further increase of fa can lead
to domination of sporadic nucleation. Basing on the
series expansion approach we formulate a hypothesis
that the increase of sporadic nucleation rate at increasing fa is responsible for an apparent agreement
of the experimental observations [5, 27] of the crystallization kinetics at high amorphous orientation
with the single-term exp⎣A(T)fa2⎦ formula.
Basing on the approach presented in this paper, the
oriented crystallization rate functions can be formulated for all thermodynamically admissible transformations between pairs of phases in polymorphic systems subjected to tensile stresses, to be used in a set
of kinetic equations of individual transformations
between the phases in the system.
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